ELEVENTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF THE
DATA PROTECTION COMMISSIONERS
BERLIN, AUGUST 28 - 31 1989

Preliminary Program

Venue: Berlin, Reichstag

Tuesday August 29

14.00 Opening
FIRST SESSION: THE NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
a) Trends and philosophies of national legislations
b) Transborder data flows - national experience (Reports by countries with different legislations)
Reception

Wednesday August 30

9.00 SECOND SESSION: THE INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
a) Council of Europe
   - What has been achieved (the Convention an related recommendations)
   - What needs to be done
b) European Community
   - The European Information Services Market - A challenge for Data Protection
   - Community Actions

c) OECD
   The Guidelines and international communication policies

d) United Nations
   Guidelines for the Regulation of Computerized Personal Data Files

Reception

14.00
THIRD SESSION: THE SECTORAL PERSPECTIVE
Workshop A  Workshop B
International Funds  The Schengen Information System
Transfer  project - an example of international police online data communication

16.00
FOURTH SESSION: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
a) Conclusions of the Conference
b) The 1990 and 1991 Conferences: Venue and agenda
Press Conference

20.00
Musical

Thursday August 31

Venue: International Congress Center (ICC)
MEDIA FORUM
9.00 Opening
- Telecommunication and civil liberties
- Deregulation and consumer rights
- National telecommunication legislations
- European information market
- Financial aspects
Reception

alternative program: morning: boat trip
noon: lunch
with bus transfer

14.00 Data protection problems relating to
- the network
- the services
- the integration of local networks

16.00 Data Protection Commissioners
-17.30 panel discussion

19.30 Final Reception

Program for accompanying persons

Wednesday August 30
Sight seeing bus trip (about 2 h)
shopping (in small groups)
Evening: Musical

Thursday August 31
morning: boat trip
noon: lunch
with bus transfer
evening: Final Reception